Daily cooking duration and its joint effects with genetic polymorphisms on lung cancer incidence: Results from a Chinese prospective cohort study.
In this study, we conducted a prospective cohort study to investigate the joint effects of daily cooking duration with single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) on lung cancer incidence. A total of 33,868 individuals recruited in 2013 from Dongfeng-Tongji cohort study were included in our research, in which 5178 participants were genotyped. Daily cooking duration was accessed by questionnaire, and the incident lung cancer cases were confirmed. Fifteen lung cancer related SNPs were selected according to the previous reports. We used the multiple Cox regression models to evaluate the separate and joint effects of daily cooking duration and SNPs on lung cancer incidence. Each 1-h increase in daily cooking duration was associated with a 17% elevated risk of lung cancer incidence [hazard ratio (HR) (95%CI) = 1.17(1.03, 1.33)]. Specifically, subjects with daily cooking duration >2 h/day had a 2.05-fold increased incident risk of lung cancer than those without cooking [HR(95%CI) = 2.05(1.20, 3.53)] (Ptrend = 0.011). The rs2395185 and rs3817963, both located at 6p21.32, were significantly associated with lung cancer incidence. Compared with no cooking subjects with rs2395185GG or rs3817963TT genotype, subjects with daily cooking >2 h/day and carrying rs2395185GT + TT genotypes had a 2.48-fold increased risk of lung cancer [HR(95%CI) = 2.48(1.03, 5.97)], and there were significant joint effects of rs3817963TC + CC with daily cooking 1-2 and >2 h/day [HR(95%CI) = 2.23(1.07, 4.64) and 2.22(1.05, 4.68), respectively]. Longer daily cooking duration, especially daily cooking >2 h/day, was associated with increased risk of lung cancer. There were significant joint effects of rs2395185 and rs3817963 with daily cooking duration on lung cancer incidence. This study offered a new indicator of cooking related pollution exposure and added new evidence for the joint effects of environment and genetic factors on lung cancer incidence.